Good vs. Well

The word good is an adjective. It will describe a noun. The word well is an adverb. It will describe a verb, adjective, or other adverb. Can you fill in the blanks below with the correct word?

My grandma cooks really _________.

Her picture was drawn so _________ I felt like I was in it.

Those donuts tasted really _________.

A hot shower feels ________ on my muscles.

Do you perform _________ under pressure?

Our plans sound _________ to me.

Our TV isn’t working very _________ right now.

A lot of people think Star Wars is a _________ series.

How _________ are you doing on your school work?

My mother is feeling _________ after being sick.

The children put on a _________ play at church.

How _________ do you know your best friend?
Good vs. Well

The word *good* is an adjective. It will describe a noun. The word *well* is an adverb. It will describe a verb, adjective, or other adverb. Can you fill in the blanks below with the correct word?

My grandma cooks really ____well____.

Her picture was drawn so ____well____ I felt like I was in it.

Those donuts tasted really ____good____.

A hot shower feels ____good____ on my muscles.

Do you perform ____well____ under pressure?

Our plans sound ____good____ to me.

Our TV isn’t working very ____well____ right now.

A lot of people think *Star Wars* is a ____good____ series.

How ____well____ are you doing on your school work?

My mother is feeling ____well____ after being sick.

The children put on a ____good____ play at church.

How ____well____ do you know your best friend?